
1. Maine Beer Co. Peeper 5.5% Freeport, ME: Pale Ale-This 
American ale is dry, clean and well balanced with a generous dose of 
American hops 
Free Will Brewing Co. Perkasie, Pennsylvania 
2. Free Dame 5.5% Brett IPA-Collaboration with Brasserie Trois 
Dames. A Brett IPA with tropical fruit aromas & an assertive hop 
bitterness and funky farmhouse finish 
3. Safeword 10.1% Double IPA-Brewed with mangoes and habaneros. 
Put your taste buds into submission. Feel the sweet, then take the heat 
4. Blood & Guts 6.1% Sour Ale-Notes of chocolate, and a mild roasty 
character are combined with the funk and complexity of wild yeast, and 
balanced by a clean sour note that follows you through the finish, where 
the cherry character shines through 
Founders Brewing Grand Rapids, Michigan 
5. Pale Joe 5.4% Coffee Pale Ale-Light in color but full in flavor, this 
golden pale ale features notes of gently roasted, fruit-forward coffee 
6. Breakfast Stout 8.3% Oatmeal Stout-Brewed with an abundance 
of flaked oats, bitter and imported chocolates, and Sumatra and Kona 
coffee, this stout has an intense fresh-roasted java nose 
7. Porter 6.5% Porter-Sweet with strong chocolate and caramel malt 
presence. No absence of hops gives Founders’ robust porter the full flavor  
8. ReDANKulous 9.5% Imperial Red IPA-Caramalt and roasted 
barley introduce a subtle sweetness. The spicy, piney and tropical 
complexities of Chinook, Mosaic and Simcoe hops hit you right away 
9. Backwoods Bastard 11.2% Scotch Ale-Expect lovely, warm 
smells of single malt scotch, oaky bourbon barrels, smoke, sweet caramel 
and roasted malts, a bit of earthy spice and a scintilla of dark fruit. It’s a 
kick-back sipper made to excite the palate 
Boulevard Brewing Kansas City, Missouri 
10. Snow & Tell 6.3% Scotch Ale/Wee Heavy-A perfect winter beer 
for curling up by the fireplace, this malt blanket features prominent toffee 
and caramel notes with just a hint of smoked malt 
11. Early Riser 5.0%  Coffee Porter-Start with a smooth, dark, rich 
and roasty porter, then add Colombian Cajibio Estate coffee supplied by 
their local friends at Maps Coffee Roasters to create an eye-opening 
marriage of everyone’s two favorite brewed beverages 
12. Tank 7 8.5% Saison-A big surge of fruity aromatics and grapefruit-
hoppy notes, the flavor of this complex, straw-colored ale tapers off to a 
peppery, dry finish 
13. Tropical Pale Ale 5.9% Pale Ale-The bright refreshing flavors of 
grapefruit and passion fruit accented by juicy, citrusy hops. Pack your 
bags and bring your taste buds 
Jack’s Abby Framingham, Massachusetts  
14. Cranberry Berliner 3.5% Sour Wheat Lager-This beer is light, 
crisp and wheaty with a nice tart kick and a hint of cranberry  
15. House Lager 5.2% Lager-Sweet and golden with a full malty body 
that comes from using a traditional German malt variety. A special beer 
for year-round enjoyment 
Fat Head’s Brewery Middleburg Heights, OH 
16. Bumble Berry 5.3% Honey Blueberry Ale-A light refreshing ale 
with a nice blueberry aroma, crackery malt flavors, a hint of sweetness 
17. Head Hunter 7.5% IPA-An aggressively dry-hopped, West Coast-
Style IPA with a huge hop display of pine, grapefruit, citrus and pineapple 
Beak & Skiff Apple Orchards LaFayette, New York 
18. 1911 Grapefruit Hard Cider 5.5% Cider-Combined with their 
family’s heritage apples, grapefruit is a perfect complement to their cider. 
Refreshing & uplifting, this flavor is sure to be a favorite 
19. 1911 Raspberry Hard Cider 5.5% Cider-A sparkling cider 
made from  family grown apples. This cider opens with a fruit forward 
body and a lingering burst of raspberry on the finish 
20. 1911 Apple Hard Cider 5.5% Cider-Combining the crispness 
of freshly picked apples with a clean, refreshing finish. A balanced and 
perfectly tart cider aged with American oak 
21. 1911 Blueberry Hard Cider 5.5% Cider-Perfect for someone 
looking for something a little bit sweeter. The flavors of apple and 
blueberry intertwine smoothly and result in a lasting fruity finish 
Port Brewing Company San Marcos, California 
22. Hop 15 10.0% Double IPA-Hop 15 has a blend of 15 different 
domestic and imported varieties of hops added every 15 minutes 
23. Mongo 8.5% Imperial IPA-It’s a true DIPA and nudges Lagunitas 
Hop Stoopid out of the gold here. In memory of the brewcat! 
24. The Hop Concept Lemony & Grassy 8.5% Imperial IPA-
On first sip, tangelo and lemon zest burst through with emerging hints of 
spice from the hops, all balanced by a faint caramel malt backbone 
25. New Holland Brewing Dragon’s Milk 10% Holland, 
Michigan: Imperial Stout-Aged in oak for over 120 days which contribute 
to its complex character and hints of bourbon 

Lost Abbey Brewing San Marcos, California 
26. Lost and Found 8.0% Dubbel-A judicious, but not 
overpowering, use of crystal malts with a dry chocolate malt finish 
27. Witch’s Wit 4.8% Witbier-This beer has also been spiced with 
Grapefruit Zest, Orange Peel and Coriander. Each of these is subtly stated 
so as to not overwhelm the nose of the beer 
28. 10 Commandments 12.0% Belgian Strong Ale-Blackened 
raisins make their presence felt, followed by some dark malt caramel 
sweetness and a drying presence from the chocolate and roasted malts 
Epic Brewing Salt Lake City, Utah 
29. Imperial IPA 9.4% Imperial IPA-Resinous flavors dominate the 
body, finishing with the ideal palate cleansing bitterness 
30. Big Bad Baptist 11.8% Barrel Aged Imperial Stout-One Big Bad 
Imperial Stout with Cocoa nibs and Coffee beans. Each season's release 
uses a different dark roasted coffee 
31. Tart N’ Juicy 4.6% Sour IPA-Combining the clean, puckering 
tartness of kettle souring with juicy, citrus-driven hops create a beer that’s 
the best of both worlds 
Sole Artisan Ales Piston, PA
32. Artistry & Alchemy 9.1% Imperial Stout-A luscious Imperial 
Stout brewed with copious amounts of dark Vermont maple syrup, 
oatmeal, and a plethora of roasted malts 
33. Gypsy Tears 5.5% Gose/Wild Ale-This beer is pleasantly tart, with 
bright citrus fruit notes, strawberry, and juicy resin coupled with a crisp, 
zippy, refreshing finish 
Captain Lawrence Brewing Elmsford, New York 
34. Sambucan 5.0% Witbier-Fermented with an imported Belgian 
yeast strain and dry spiced with elderflower and hibiscus, this beer is a 
reminder that uncommon combinations can lead to delicious results 
35. Tropigose 6.0% Gose-A light tart German style wheat with 
coriander and salt blended with Guava and Passion-fruit 
36. Otter Creek Brewing Co. Free Flow 6.0% Middlebury, 
VT: IPA-Free Flow is full Falconer's Flight, Citra and Galaxy hop goodness 
with a hit of oats thrown in the mash to create smooth, hazy profile 
37. Guinness (Nitro) 4.2% Dublin, Ireland: Irish Dry Stout-Faint 
hints of coffee and malts with a smooth finish   
38. Elementary Coffee Co. Ethiopian Yirgaeheffe 
(Nitro) 0.0% Harrisburg, PA: Cold-brewed for 18 hours, and infused 
with nitro, this cold coffee offers one powerful caffeinated punch to the 
palate. Cream? Sugar? Whiskey? Tequila? How do you like your coffee? 
39. Free Will Brewing Co. William (Nitro) 4.3% Perkasie, 
PA: Irish Stout-A black beer with a well-rounded bitterness balanced by a 
pronounced roasted flavor that gives off coffee notes 
40. Tröegs Independent Brewing Chocolate Stout 
(Nitro) 7.1% Hershey, PA: Stout-Six different malt varieties, cacao nibs, 
dark chocolate, lactose, oats, and vanilla combine to produce a decadent 
Chocolate Stout with a lush, velvety texture and rich, smooth finish  
Almanac Beer Co. San Fransisco, California 
41. White Label 7.5% Sour Ale-White grapes and tropical-aroma 
hops creates a luscious nose of ripe apricot, lychee and lemongrass 
42. Farmer’s Reserve Raspberry 6.8% Sour Ale-A sour blonde 
ale brewed with locally sourced raspberries aged in wine barrels 
Jolly Pumpkin Artisan Ales Dexter, Michigan 
43. Dandelion Rhubarb 5.0% Sour Saison-A weedy yet elegant 
sour saison brewed with dandelion greens and rhubarb 
44. Chestnut IPA 7.0% Sour IPA-A great American IPA brewed with 
Michigan Chestnuts, and all Michigan Chinook and Cascade hops from 
Churchkey Farms 
45. Stickman Brews Plant Matter 10.6% Royersford, PA: 
American Tripel-Piney and resiney hop profile with a delicate bready 
malt backbone complimented by a very fruity wild yeast character 
46. Green Flash Brewing Co. Passion Fruit Kicker 5.5% 
San Diego, CA: Wheat Ale-They layer passion fruit tea and passion fruit 
juice with wheat malt and 2-row malted barley 
47. Dark Horse Brewing Co. Plead the 5th 11.0% Marshall, 
MI: Imperial Stout-Roasted coffee and fruity chocolate notes are just the 
beginning of this beers complex flavor 
48. Two Roads Brewing Co. Ol’ Factory Pils 5.0% 
Stratford, CT: Pilsner-A combination of classic German as well as 
American hop and malt varieties.  Crisp…refreshing…refined 
49. Abita Brewing Co. Purple Haze 4.2% Abita Springs, LA: 
Fruit Lager-a lager brewed with real raspberries added after filtration. 
The berries add a tartly sweet taste and a subtle purple color and haze 
50. Terrapin Beer Co. Cranberry Pumpkinfest 5.5% 
Athens, GA: Fruit Beer-Brewed with traditional pumpkin pie spices and 
contains real cranberry juice for just the right amount of tartness 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Tröegs Independent Brewing Hershey, Pennsylvania  
51. Perpetual 7.5% IPA-Bittered with citrus and spicy hops, a local 
tradition and a must try if you like IPAs 
52. Dreamweaver Wheat Ale 4.8% Hefeweizen-Spicy, peppery, 
clove taste with a hint of bananas balanced by malts  
53. Scratch #250 7.3% Hibiscus IPA-A standby in teas and juices, 
hibiscus flowers provide Scratch #250 with its lovely pinkish hue and 
vibrant floral aroma. A mix of spicy, fruity hops gives this IPA a berry-like 
tanginess with underlying tropical notes 
54. Hopback 5.3% Amber Ale-Fresh hoppy aroma, spicy taste and 
rich caramel note that defines this signature amber ale 
55. Mad Elf 11.0% Holiday Ale-This cheerful ruby red creation is 
reminiscent of ripened cherries, raw honey and cocoa with notes of 
cinnamon, clove and allspice 
Victory Brewing Company Downingtown, Pennsylvania 
56. Blackboard #3 Berliner Weisse 5.2% Berliner Weisse- 
Malt aromas combine with woody, spicy, and vanilla notes. Tart and sour 
flavors balance well with a floral, mildly sweet finish 
57. Dirtwolf  8.7% Double IPA-This dangerously delicious recipe 
features often subtle, but sometimes assertive signatures of American hop 
varieties. Look for: Citra: heavy citrus aroma, fruity flavor; Chinook: 
grapefruit, resinous pine; Simcoe: dry, piney; and Mosaic: earthy and 
mildly floral, with notes of sweet citrus and spice  
58. Golden Monkey 9.5% Golden Belgian Style Ale-German malts 
and Belgian yeast tempered by a sparkling approach  
59. Prima Pils 5.3% Pilsener-2 row German pale malt; Czech Saaz, 
German Northern Brewer hops. All German malt subtleties linger 
beneath a long dry finish of this classy quencher 
60. Festbier 5.6% Märzen-Subtly sweet with a delicate malt nose, our 
Festbier gains its impressive body from our use of all imported German 
malts and decoction brewing process 
Bell’s Brewing Galesburg, Michigan  
61. Best Brown 5.8% Brown Ale-With hints of caramel and cocoa, the 
malt body has the depth to stand up to cool weather, but does not come 
across as heavy 
62. Winter White 5.0% Belgian Wheat Ale-Fermented with a 
Belgian ale yeast, this blend of barley and wheat malts yields a mixture of 
clove and fruity aromas, all without the use of any spices  
Brewery Ommegang Cooperstown, New York 
63. Hennepin 7.7% Saison-A moderately hoppy farmhouse style ale 
has a champagne like effervescence & a crisp but light finish 
64. Witte 5.2% Witbier-A subtle clove note backed by flavors of lemon 
and sweet orange give way to a dry, crisp, refreshing finish 
65. Atwater Brewery Dirty Blonde Ale 4.2% Detroit, MI: 
Wheat Ale-Made with unmalted wheat, coriander and orange peel to 
help you live smart and enjoy everyday 
Evolution Craft Brewery Salisbury, Maryland 
66. Pine’hopple 6.8% IPA-Brewed with loads of pineapple juice and 
aggressively hopped to contribute big tropical and citrus notes 
67. Rise Up 6.8% Caribbean Stout-Cold steeping with an organic 
coffee, from Rise Up, imparts a generous but coffee nose and flavor 
68. Golden Road Brewing Wolf Pup 4.5% Los Angeles, CA: 
Session IPA-Hoppy and refreshing, Wolf Pup is their riff on a Session IPA. 
Highly drinkable with a wildly aromatic tropical and citrus character 
69. Ithaca Beer Co. Apricot Wheat 4.9% Wheat Ale-This 
smooth wheat beer is light in color and body. The hint of apricot gives 
this beer a pleasant nose and fruity finish 
Firestone Walker Paso Robles, California 
70. Double Jack 9.5% Imperial IPA-Malty middle to cloak the high 
alcohol and mouth puckering hop bitterness. Tangerine, grapefruit and 
juicy fruit aroma and malt earthiness 
71. Easy Jack 4.5% Session IPA-Delivering massive hop aromas, a 
signature malt balance and an empty glass before you knew what hit you. 
And so the newest member of their Jack IPA family was born 
72. Opal 7.5% Saison-Complex yet dry, with refreshing splashes of 
citrus and stone fruit with a bright tropical white wine finish. Hop 
bitterness is assertive yet harmonious rounding out slightly tart 
73. Wookey Jack 8.3% Unfiltered Black Rye IPA-Rich, dark malts and 
spicy rye careen into bold citrus laden hops in this IPA 
74. Union Jack  7.5% IPA-Abound with hop aroma and character. Dry 
hopped 3 separate times, each lot giving it more and more of the 
grapefruit citrus hop aroma and flavor it is known for    
75. Narragansett Lager 5.0% Providence, RI: American Lager-
Crisp and refreshing. It’s got more flavor than other premium lagers 

76. Cigar City Brewing Jai Alai 7.5% Tampa, FL:IPA-Flavor has 
upfront citrus bitterness with a hint of caramel and citrus and tropical 
fruit hop notes in the finish 
77. Binding-Brauerei Schöfferhofer Hefeweizen-Mix 
Grapefruit 3.2% Frankfurt, Germany: Fruit Beer-The flavor starts 
with sweet grapefruit. The finish has some orange peel. It’s light-medium 
bodied with light-moderate carbonation 
78. R.J. Rockers Brewing Son of a Peach 6.0% Spartanburg, 
SC: Fruit Beer-An unfiltered wheat ale made with real mean peaches 
Bear Republic Brewery Healdsburg, California 
79. Tartare Rouge 6.0% Sour Red Ale-This spontaneously 
fermented red ale has a tart apricot aroma, toasty malt and wheat flavors 
balanced by tart acidity, and a pleasantly malty finish 
80. Racer 5 7% IPA-Brewed with American pale and crystal malts and 
hopped with Chinook, Cascade, Columbus and Centennial 
81. Big Bear Black 8.1% Stout-Big Bear is a big, black, stout you can 
really sink your teeth into. The bold, roasty, caramel malt flavor is 
balanced by Centennial and Cascade hops 
82. Southern Tier Brewing Co. Imperial Cherry Gose 
8.3% Lakewood, NY: Imperial Sour Ale-Strong lactic acidity is 
accentuated by natural tartness of the cherry juice, big cherry character, 
enticing clean yet salty finish 
Ballast Point Brewing San Diego, CA 
83. Homework #7 4.5% Session Saison-Light malts with touches of 
rye and wheat form a great backbone to support the delicate flavor and 
aroma which is enhanced with a bit of hop spiciness 
84. Pineapple Sculpin 7.0% IPA-With so many tropical hop notes 
in Sculpin, how could they not try adding some, juicy pineapple? The 
combination of fruity flavors and hop intensity definitely packs a punch 
85. Grapefruit Sculpin 7.0% IPA-Some may say there are few 
ways to improve Sculpin’s unique flavor, but the tart freshness of 
grapefruit perfectly complements this IPA’s citrusy hop character 
86. Blue Point Brewing Toasted Lager 5.5% Patchogue,NY: 
Amber Lager-Special lager yeast is used to produce that long lasting, 
smooth finish. The "toasted" part refers to the direct-fire brew kettle 
87. 2nd Story Brewing Co. Declaration IPA 6.5% 
Philadelphia, PA: IPA-Made with 4 varieties of hops and boiled in 
freedom, then finished with liberty and more hops 
88. Coppertail Brewing Co. Unholy 9.5% Tampa, FL: 
American Tripel-Fruity / funky notes from the traditional Belgian yeast 
paired with a sacrilegious American hop character 
89. Anderson Valley Brewing Co. Briny Melon Gose 
4.2% Boonville, CA: Gose-This Gose boasts a thirst-quenching tartness 
that is perfectly balanced by subtle watermelon flavors and aromas 
Allagash Brewing Company Portland, Maine 
90. Fluxus 2016 8.5% Gin Barrel Aged Saison-A highly aromatic 
saison with overtones of ginger and botanicals, a hint of vanilla in the 
flavor, and a vibrant finish 
91. White 5% Witbier- Refreshing fruits with hints of coriander and 
curacao orange round out this award winner 
92. Curieux 11% Abbey Tripel-Aged in Jim Beam bourbon barrels for 
eight weeks then blended back with a portion of fresh Tripel. Soft with 
coconut and vanilla notes and a hint of bourbon 
93. Dogfish Head 120 Minute 17% Milton, DE: Double IPA-120 
Minute IPA is boiled for a full two hours while being continuously 
hopped with high-alpha American hops, then dry-hopped daily in the 
fermenter for a month and aged for another month on whole-leaf hops 
94. Prairie Artisan Ales Prairie Weisse 4.0% Berliner 
Weisse-This beer is light, refreshing, and lemony-sour. It finishes with a 
touch of malt to help balance out the flavor 
95. Mispillion River Brewing Not Today Satan 7.3% 
Milford, DE: IPA-Brewed with El Dorado, Centennial, and Mosaic hops, 
giving it earthy and tropical notes 
Deschutes Brewery Bend, Oregon 
96. Black Butte 5.2% Porter-A slight hop bitterness up front 
enhances the distinctive chocolate and roasted finish 
97. Hop Henge 8.9% Experimental IPA-The deft balance between a 
multitude of whole flower hops 
Great Lakes Brewing Cleveland, Ohio 
98. Dortmunder Gold 5.8% Lager-A smooth, award-winning (and 
deceptively unassuming) balance of sweet malt and dry hop flavors 
99. Christmas Ale 7.5% Spiced Ale-Do not open ‘til Christmas? 
Whoever coined that phrase obviously hasn’t tasted Christmas Ale’s fresh 
honey, cinnamon, and ginger flavors 
100. Eliot Ness 6.2% Cleveland, OH: Vienna Lager-An amber lager 
with rich, fragrant malt flavors balanced by crisp noble hops 
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